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Abstract The location and extent of damage in a pipe can be

remotely determined from weld and internal damage reflec-

tions using a single acoustic emitter/sensor pair. The use of

normalised reflections yields single numbers enabling long

distance data collection techniques such as wireless hopping.

The attenuation is twice as high for opposite inner and outer

fluids (whether air and water, or water and air) as compared

to identical inner and outer fluids. The absolute recorded

signals in the water-filled pipe are attenuated by a factor

two compared to the empty pipe. The axial length of detec-

tion is reduced by a half. The reduction of >90% in sensors

and the longer axial detection (>10× current state-of- the-

art- technology) means that permanent fixed sensor pairs for

whole pipelines are on the horizon of possibility. The greatest

advantage is envisioned in submersed pipelines.

Keywords Structural health monitoring · Guided wave

attenuation · Pipe damage · Welds · Water-filled
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L Distance

R Reflection coefficient

w Wall thickness

α Attenuation coefficient
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Super/sub-scripts

0 Source

dam Damage

dir Direct

end End

ref Reference wave reflected from fixed element (either
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wel Weld

‘ Alternative normalisation to weld reflection ampli-

tude

1 Introduction

Pipeline inspection for defects, including corrosion involves

cumbersome and costly periodic visual inspections carried

out by skilled personnel or remote operating vehicles. In areas

where damage is suspected, visual inspections are followed

by more advanced controls and methods, such as mag-

netic, ultrasonic, pressure testing, in-line pigs, and guided

wave inspection [1]. In this last technique [2–6], acoustic

waves are excited along the pipeline and the scattered sig-

nals are detected by distributed sensors mounted on the outer

wall of the pipelines. Scattering occurs at non-axisymmetric

features, which make guided waves suitable for damage
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detection via signal analysis [7,8]. In addition, attenuation

occurs at strong impedance transitions from the pipe wall to

the surrounding material, such as external coating, burial, or

internal fluid [9–12].

Such testing is particularly good for unpiggable pipe

monitoring— commercial examples include Teletest and G4

Wavemaker systems. As indicated above, guided wave mon-

itoring is manpower intensive requiring successive place-

ments of the coupling collars of sensors round the pipe. Each

collar contains up to 16 signal sensors. We have shown that

this can be reduced by >90% and also made to work over a

much longer pipe length [13–15] thus simplifying the overal

configuration of such a detection system. This used the sim-

plest acoustic mode, the so-called T(0,1) which has been

shown to predominate in pipe transmission and to be disper-

sion free. An additional advantage (explained below) is that

internal signal normalisation removes the requirement for

baseline subtraction which is a major source of uncertainty

in current methods. A single number is generated which pro-

vides a metric for the internal damage. This has enabled

development of a method to locate and assess internal wall

damage over ca. 150 m pipeline with a single sensor emit-

ter/detector pair using reflections from pipe ends. Compared

to the current state of the art, the foregoing improvements

represent a considerable simplification and enhancement. We

have recently shown [16] that welds themselves can provide

a good reference reflection signal obviating the requirement

for a baseline subtraction which is normally required in other

guided wave techniques. In addition the technique is also

resilient for all but the sharpest of pipe bends.

In this study, we address the most important obstacle

which needs to be overcome to enable in-service use. (The

current techniques require that pipes and tanks are drained

before testing.) Because of the higher viscosity of liquids

compared to gases, it is expected that signal attenuation

would be caused by fluid inside or outside the pipe. The

former case refers to normal surface downstream petrochem-

ical operations whereas the latter typically refers to subsea

production and transport—this also includes risers, subsea

manifolds and containment systems such as tanks. We show

that in these more realistic situations, we can still detect

defects, localise them and assess severity even with a spa-

tially sparse set of sensor pairs. Section 2 gives background

on previous work. Section 3 describes the experiment and

analysis. Section 4 reports our results.

2 Background

A pipe acts as a cylindrical waveguide allowing longitudinal,

torsional, and flexural wave types [2,3]. Wave attenuation and

mode conversion occur at axial symmetric impedance tran-

sitions, such as welds and pipe ends. Studies in fluid-filled

and surrounded pipes are abundant [16]. Leak detection in

buried fluid-filled pipes [18,19] and nondestructive testing of

immersed plates are also reported [20]. However as opposed

to these leak studies, partial damage detection—i.e. without

pipe cracks and leaks—in fluid-filled immersed pipes using

guided waves have only been reported in a limited number of

works [21,22]. Aristégui et al. [17] investigate guided wave

propagation in pipes with liquid loading on both the inside

and outside of the pipe. The attenuation of a mode is measured

by comparing the amplitudes of successive echoes. Studies

on the ultrasonic energy interaction between the waveguide

and acoustic environment and cylindrical guided wave leak-

age to liquid loading are similar problems [23].

Rizzo et al. [24] used a non-contact inspection/monitoring

approach with a laser for the wave generation and a con-

ventional immersion transducer system for the detection

of damage in a submerged plate. Pistone and Rizzo [25]

expanded the work by replacing the laser with an immersed

ultrasonic transducer array. The numerical and experimental

studies of Razi and Taheri [26] on a vibration-based dam-

age detection technique provided satisfactory results with

respect to identification of an advancing notch, regardless

of the fluid-type the pipe carried [i.e., compressible (air) or

incompressible (water)]. They concluded that the variable

damping introduced by the presence of fluid inside the pipe

would not weaken the method’s diagnostic capability.

Na and Kundu [21] used flexural guided waves for the

detection of material removal from the outer wall of a 0.6

m long water-filled pipe submerged in water. Djili et al. [22]

used a single transducer for the emission and reception leaky-

guided waves to detect and locate small notches on the outer

surface of a filled tube immersed in water. However, the prop-

agation distance of compressional L(0,2) modes was small.

Alleyne et al. [27] reported that the torsional T(0,1) mode is

generally preferable to the longitudinal L(0,2) mode for long-

range screening of liquid-filled pipes. The torsional wave

mode was chosen in the study of Kwun et al. [9], because it

is immune to the presence of liquid product in the pipe. Løvs-

tad and Cawley [28] state that the T(0,1) mode is unaffected

by liquid present on the inside or outside of the pipe.

3 Experiment

3.1 Pipe

Experiments were performed on a 15 and 19 m long car-

bon steel pipe of outer diameter 80 mm and wall thickness

w = 2 mm. This was fabricated from 6.3 m sections con-

nected by I form tungsten inert gas welding. The pipe is

located on a raised sequence of trellis support stands and

sits within a larger PVC duct of 20 m length (Fig. 1a). This

allows for water to be both on the inside and the outside of
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Fig. 1 Experimental layout of a pulse transmission set-up for extrinsic attenuation measurements. a Medium effect (air or water in- or outside the

pipe). b Internal defect measurements

Table 1 4 Case studies for media inside and outside pipe

Case Internal medium External medium

1 Air Water

2 Water Water

3 Water Air

4 Air Air

the pipe. The tested pipe is slightly inclined, so that air bub-

bles can escape through the open outlet by buoyancy. The

non-uniform hydraulic pressure is assumed to be negligible

compared to shear.

Four situations are examined—see Table 1. In case 2, 3,

and 4, the pipe is supported by two oblique M3-screws jutting

out from the V-shaped wedges. In case 1 the pipe tends to

float, but is kept under water by putting weighted wedges on

top of the pipe. Whether or not the pipe is filled or surrounded

by water, the caps of the flow loop at the in- and outlet remain

in place.

Internal wall damage is induced during a measurement

program using a pneumatic grinder with its work spindle

inserted plane-parallel to the axis of the pipe. The tool is

modified with a 2.4 m long extended prop. For operation the

extended prop is rotated in the casing off its axis to touch the

inner wall of the pipe (Fig. 1b). The eccentric position of the

axis of the grinder to the axis of the pipe ensures a round and

flat part-circumferential material removal of the inner wall.

The radial movement mills a partial circumferential slot of

the width of the grindstone in the inner wall and of depth d.

The axial movement then extends the axial dimension of the

slot. This is repeated between each acoustic measurement.

The depth increments in the pipe wall are 0.1 mm with a

fixed axial extent of 10 cm. We define the depth of damage

by the fractional penetration of wall

δ =
d

w
(1)

The damage area is located 2 m from the pipe’s remote end.

Ten depth increments of 0.1 mm add up to a maximum dam-

age depth of 1 mm, which is 50% of the initial wall thickness

(2 mm).

3.2 Acoustics

The acoustic set-up uses two piezoelectric shear wave trans-

ducers (Panametrics V1548) mounted on the pipe wall. The

emitting and receiving transducers contain a piezoelectric

shear element, sensitive to transverse displacement. The

spectral amplitude at the applied frequency of 15 kHz is

1/5th of the amplitude at the transducer center frequency

of 100 kHz. The transducer element size is 1 inch diameter;

their flat faces are clamped on the curved pipe wall without

wedges or shoes at 0 m (source S) and at 0.25 m (receiver R)

from the pipe’s near end (Fig. 1). The source-receiver offset
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Fig. 2 Schematic of sequences received for analysis in time trace, a

source and reflective elements on a pipe, b corresponding signal ampli-

tudes

is thus about equal to the torsional wavelength. (The wave-

length is the ratio of the shear wave velocity (3.2 km/s for

carbon steel) and applied frequency.)

An arbitrary waveform generator feeds an amplifier with

a single sine pulse of 15 kHz. The amplified signal is fed

into the emitting shear transducer. This frequency is found to

yield a strong signal. The associated torsional wavelength is

near the pipe nominal circumference (0.2 m) and resonance-

like performance at the torsional ring frequency occurs [13].

The detected signal is recorded over 50 ms by a digital oscil-

loscope with a sampling interval of 5 µs, thus containing

104 data points per recording. The Nyquist frequency of 1

MHz prevents aliasing. Typically 4 × 16 successive record-

ings with a burst period of 1 s are captured and transferred

to a computer for offline signal processing.

3.3 Analysis

3.3.1 Reflection

Figure 2a shows a schematic of the pipe with a emit-

ter/detector sensor pair. Figure 2b shows a schematic of the

time trace measured at the receiver. There are three signals

received in series:

1. The “direct” wave from the source with maximum Adir.

2. A reflection from the damage spot with maximum Adam

(= 0 for undamaged pipe).

3. A reflection from a fixed feature. In the lab, this could

be the end of the pipe with a reflection signal maximum

Aend. For real pipes there is of course no such end avail-

able: in this study we make the comparison of both the

end and a reflection from a weld with maximum Awel.

By ratioing the signals internally to the direct wave we obtain

single parameters that do not require base subtraction from

a separate trace. This also overcomes the problem of rela-

tively strong torsional mode attenuation arising from surface

damage, since both numerator and denominator are similarly

affected in this case.

Rre f =
Awel

Adir

or
Aend

Adir

; Rdam =
Adam

Adir

(2)

As damage increases, the second parameter Rdam increases.

Since the T(0,1) has a known single speed, the damage point

can be located. The extent of the damage is given by the first

parameter Rref since the more damage that occurs the more

damping occurs of the reference signal passing to and from

the fixed characteristic (weld or end).

3.3.2 Attenuation

Even in an undamaged pipe, an acoustic signal attenuates as

it progresses through a medium. There are two causes:

• intrinsic attenuation during transmission by absorp-

tion (conversion to heat and losses to the surrounding

medium)

• extrinsic attenuation at reflections—mode conversion

and scattering by welds, end, flanges etc.

We employ a point source for the generation of the fundamen-

tal torsional wave (circumferential motion) in a cylindrical

geometry. The energy distribution by geometrical spreading

causes attenuation in the near-field. We are primarily con-

cerned here with the fundamental torsional wave which is

non-dispersive. As a result the wave-packet spreading due to

dispersion is zero in the far field. If the source emission is

A0, then the measured amplitude A over a distance L from

the source is described by a damped harmonic oscillator

A = A0e−αL (3)

with an attenuation coefficient (α) given by

α = −
1

L
ln

∣

∣

∣

∣

A

A0

∣

∣

∣

∣

(4)

The engineering definition of the attenuation γ in decibels

(dB) uses the base 10 logarithm of the ratio of signal power

or intensity (proportional to A2) of the measured signal A

and a reference signal A0:

γ = 20 log

∣

∣

∣

∣

A

A0

∣

∣

∣

∣

(5)

As an example, a signal whose amplitude A is reduced to

10% of its initial value A0 is said to be attenuated by -20 dB

(a decrease so a negative number).
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Fig. 3 Typical waveforms of a pulse-transmission experiment on a

welded 15 m long carbon steel pipe with different internal and external

media—ordered according to the cases in Table 1. The amplitudes are

normalized to their maximum amplitude, which is from the direct wave

at nearly zero time

4 Results

4.1 Medium Effects

Fluid effect on wave propagation is measured in a 15 m

long pipe. Figure 3 shows typical traces for the possible per-

mutations: the pipe filled with air or water; and the pipe

surrounded by air or water. Five multiple reflections from

the free end are detected by the single receiver. This corre-

sponds to an axial detection single reflection in a pipeline

over a distance of 150 m (five times two-way travel length).

The amplitudes are normalized to the maximum ampli-

tude in each trace. As in Eq. 4, the measured amplitude is

A and the reference amplitude A0 = Adir, is the amplitude

of the direct wave. Normalizing the amplitude to its abso-

lute maximum amplitude per trace excludes loss of signal

amplitude by weak coupling of the receiver to the pipe. The
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Fig. 4 Attenuation of the successive weld reflections for different

internal/external media. The experimental data are normalized by the

fit of the reference attenuation (0 dB) of the first weld at 6.3 m in a and

of the second weld at 12.6 m in b. The input is from Fig. 3

amplitude of the direct arrivals is then unity, and the absolute

maximum amplitude of the reflected arrivals per trace can be

used to calculate the attenuation coefficient from eq. 5. The

direct wave arrives at nearly zero time. Several other multiple

reflections are seen from the two welds at 6.3 and 12.6 m. An

extra mode is seen for the water-filled pipe in air between 5.5

and 6.0 ms, which corresponds with the non-dispersive leak

noise velocity, similar to the so-called Scholte wave [17].

Equal two-way travel time between the repeated signal

envelopes dictates the location of reflection from the shear

velocity of the torsional wave (3.2 km/s for carbon steel).

Multiple reflections are separated by 2 × 15/3.2 ms = 10 ms.

Because the receiver is distant from the free end on the source

side, the backward and forward propagating waves interfere

and the reflection is smeared out in time. The first signal

envelope after the direct arrival is the reflection from the first

weld between 3.5 and 4.0 ms. The N th reflection of the first

weld thus arrives N× 10 ms later, etc. A routine is written

to automatically find the arrival time and peak amplitudes of

the reflections from the first and the second weld.

The attenuation of the torsional mode is calculated by

fitting the logarithm of the measured amplitudes of five suc-

cessive reflections of the welds to a straight line. The effect

of inner and outer fluids on the attenuation is shown in Fig.

4. The amplitude of the first arrival of the weld reflection

is set as the reference amplitude. We observe that when the

same fluid is inside and outside, then the attenuation coef-

ficient is −0.1 dB/m. For a different inner and outer fluid,

the attenuation coefficient is twice as high. These values are

comparable to the longitudinal attenuation of −0.13 dB/m
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in an air-filled pipe and −0.22 dB/m in a water-filled pipe

from the experiments of Kwun et al. [29]. Typical attenua-

tion coefficients in empty thick-walled bare pipes are −0.05

dB/m for 30 kHz torsional waves [9]. However it is not clear

if this result would extend to very thick walls where the vol-

ume of pipe begins to match the volume of fluid it contains.

For thicker pipes, the difference in attenuation is expected to

taper off—this is the subject of current study.

The question then arises as to the physical origin of the

effect described above. i.e. the reason that attentuation is

twice as high for different inner and outer fluids compared to

identical ones. These results suggest that it is easier to twist

a pipe when the properties of the inner and outer fluid are

identical than when they differ. This is related to the differ-

ence in resistance to shear at the inner and outer boundary

of the thin wall. Different fluids at the inner and outer wall

yield a stress gradient in the (membrane-like) wall, leading to

the wave generation of flexural modes [13–15]. These fluid-

induced vibrations add to the apparent high shear damping

for different inner/outer fluids in flexible structures, such as

our thin-walled pipe. The resulting differential stress when

the fluids are different, leads to shear assymmetry at inner

and outer wall resulting in T(0,1) losses by mode conver-

sion. The tangential displacement is rather constant through

the wall thickness for thin-walled pipes [30]. The dispersion

and energy distribution of free waves in fluid-filled cylindri-

cal shells is, however, strongly dependent upon the thickness

of the shell wall, and on the ratio of the density of the

shell material to the density of the containing fluid [31]. The

shell stiffness is dependent on the standard dimension ratio

(“SDR” = D/w). The tested pipe has a SDR of 40 and plate-

like behavior is expected. The imposed axisymmetric motion

on the top and bottom boundary of a thin plate becomes non-

symmetric (stress releasing behavior) as the fluid density and

viscosity at either boundary differ.

4.2 Damage Detection

The level of signal loss of the torsional wave mode caused by

damage was assessed in laboratory experiments on a water-

filled pipe (with air outside). The attenuations are shown in

Fig. 5 as a function of the damage depth for a water and

air-filled pipe (cases 3 and 4 in Table 1)—again the exter-

nal medium is air. The attenuation is calculated from Eq.

5 using measured end reflection amplitude A and reference

direct amplitude A0. The damage depth is quantified by the

percentage of the wall thickness (Eq. 1). The attenuation in

both cases decreases roughly linearly with damage percent

as shown by the trend lines. The slopes of the linear fits are

identical, indicating that the attenuation coefficient per dam-

age depth is independent of whether the pipe is dry or filled

with water.

Fig. 5 Attenuation coefficient (γ Eq. 5) as a function of damage δ

extent (Eq. 1) for air and water filled pipes (external environment air in

both cases)

The absolute signal amplitude is however a factor two

times lower for the water-filled pipe than for the empty

pipe, so the signal-to-noise ratio of the latter is higher.

A 6 dB drop in amplitude occurs as a result of water

loading—see 4.1 above. Rose [32] also measured a 6 dB

drop in the amplitude of non-axisymmetric Lamb waves as

a result of water loading. Rose also obtained virtually iden-

tical results for a torsional mode in a dry and water loaded

pipe using a shear horizontal electromagnetic acoustic trans-

ducer.

The increase in damage (δ see Eq. 1) thus reduces trans-

mission of fixed reflected components (such as welds and free

end reflections) as shown in Fig. 5 for empty and water-filled

pipes respectively. This decrease in Rref is accompanied by

the onset and increase of reflected damage amplitude Adam

because the damage itself partially reflects the direct wave

[13]. As the damage increases, Rdam (eq. 2) increases identi-

cally for empty and water-filled pipes (Fig. 6a). With only one

(torsional) mode dominant in the reflected signal, localiza-

tion of the damage is then straightforward from the difference

in arrival times and the dispersion free torsional wave veloc-

ity.

Figure 3 showed that multiple reflections are obtained

from welds. These weld signals can replace Adir in the def-

inition of an alternative parameter to Rdam in Eq. 2. This

is useful for distances further away from the sensors where

(see Fig. 2) Adir >>Adam. In that case we can define another

reflection parameter now normalised to the weld reflection

(rather than the direct wave—see Eq. 2) by

R′

dam =
Adam

Awel

(6)
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Fig. 6 Damage reflection coefficients as a function of damage extent δ (Eq. 1) for air and water filled pipes (external environment air in both cases)

a Ram (Eq. 2) normalisation to “direct wave” and b R’dam (Eq. 6) normalisation to weld reference reflection

This is shown in Fig. 6b. Whereas Rdam was insensitive to

the medium, Rdam’is more sensitive than Rdam for a liquid

filled pipe. The fits shown are trend lines: the relatively large

amount of scatter derives from the fact that although severely

dampened there are residual modes still present in our signal

as we have previously shown [13–15]. Rdam’ displays much

more scatter than Rdam. This is because it is normalised to

the weld reflected amplitude Awel which is much less than

the direct wave Adir reflected from the end of the pipe. The

error bars are therefore much greater for Rdam’. In real appli-

cations, it is these weld reflections which are of course the

relevant ones to consider— there is no detectable pipe end

reflection. This result (using weld reflections) is a step toward

passive monitoring of fluid transport pipes with commer-

cial benefits since a sensor pair was demonstrated (in Fig.

4) to be able to cover at least 10 welds before the signal

dies out. Since pipes are typically laid in lengths of 12 m

this extends the range of the technique to the order of 100

m. Thus rather than having a sequence of 2 rings of 16 sen-

sors every ca. 10 m, the new vision is a much more sparse

system i.e. 1 sensor every ca. 100 m. The value proposition

of such a system becomes clear when one considers, as we

have shown above, that the system is self-filtering and self-

referencing without the current requirement for time lapse

base line subtraction. The effect of fluid has been shown

to be minimal in systems where the internal and external

media are the same. This opens up the possibility of accessing

systems previously considered inaccessible such as subsea

pipelines, seabed manifolds and storage systems—it now

becomes economically feasible to continuously monitor such

systems.

5 Conclusions

1. The fluid media inside and outside a pipe are the primary

sources of attenuation determining the axial survival of

a torsional wave used for detecting internal damage.

2. Identical inner and outer fluids (whether air or water)

attenuate −0.1 dB/m. This doubles when the inner and

outer fluids are different. The torsional wave is thus atten-

uated twofold in a water-filled pipe compared to the

empty, air-filled, situation (external environment air in

both cases). The inspection range is reduced from ca.

150 m in straight empty pipes to ca. 75 m in water filled

pipes under these circumstances.

3. The results demonstrate that the torsional wave is suitable

for practical structural health monitoring of steel pipes to

detect internal damage in liquid-filled welded pipes.

4. Other areas to which these results can be applied include

flow induced vibrations in heat exchange channels, deter-

mination of internal damage in filled hydrocarbon tanks

as well as scenarios to which guided waves could not be

previously applied such as submerged risers, pipes and

manifolds.
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